
Lucy, Day 1

We use language to create and recreate other times and places…other worlds. 

All children, not just ELL, need growth in language.

Reading: 
We read black and white print and create in our minds a world other than our own. 
Writing: 
We make movies in our mind about life itself, and find the words that might just hold all 
of it. 
We use words to shape memories.

Language and thought are inseparable.  Breakthroughs in language are breakthroughs in 
thought.  When writing is refined, our thoughts change.  When we introduce new 
language, we are laying down mental tracks…and it will change their life forever.  

We don’t realize the hugeness of the strategies we teach.  Yes, it changes their writing, 
but their lives as well. 

The power of writing is not seeing, it is letting things get to us.  It’s what we make of 
what happens.

Katherine Patterson:
Outside with her son. They sight a zicada bug. Out come its wings, combinations of 
browns, golds,…tumbling…  As I watched in amazement at this beautiful creature, I 
thought: What good are straight teeth and trumpet lessons to a child who does not know 
the grandeur the world has to offer?

Writing is not just seeing, but being moved by what one sees. May that be true of our 
lives and the lives of our students.

• We must reclaim assessment. Assessments blame
• Embrace developmentally appropriate assessment. Be viligent in seeing 

and celebrating small steps!

Don’t forget the inspiration!

Remember to try strategies ourselves. 



This stuff is so much more powerful in the company of colleagues. 

The most important aspect of a school is the relationships among the teachers. 
Sometimes teachers’ relationships are like 2 kids in a sandbox. They talk, but not to 
one another and don’t even think about sharing their toys.

Embrace relationships at school. 
Observe each other, plan together, wish each other well.  Schools that have this 
are powerful schools. 
Planning in the company of others change the caliber of our teaching. 

First writing Lesson: Read Click Clack Moo.  This shows children that writing 
has a purpose. 

Bottom Lines in the Writing Classroom

1. Writing must be taught everyday as a separate subject.  
• Time spent writing dramatically increases reading

2. During Writing, 85-95% should be genre writing. It should be writing that exists 
in our world.

• There should be 1 author celebration per month. The celebration 
should provide a time for students to read for an audience that will hear 
their writing. 

3. Students deserve direct and deliberate instruction.
4. Help for struggling writings. 

The Writing Workshop

1. Teach kids how to “meet”
• sit with assigned partners
• “turn and talk”  teach them how and PRACTICE
• teach them that when you come around, keep writing!
• “table compliment”  -- Find a kid, name what they’re doing, and 

compliment them. Do not pick the “bluebird” or smartest kids.
• Table conferences – teacher may meet with an entire table. You 

may meet with one student and invite others to listen in to the teaching 
point.

• Share session at the end of the workshop
• When bringing up examples or mid-workshop interruptions, bring 

up conferences.  (Teacher sets up the conferences.)
• Mgt is key! It is an every day issue, not just a first year teacher 

issues. Management is there for the sake of productivity.



Plan the Units of Study as a guide.  (Planning in the company of others changes the 
caliber of our teaching.)
Ask:  What is fundamental

• Teach the STRUCTURES of writing
o Narrative
o Informational (All About Books, How-To Books,  Brochures, Reports)
o Argument (“Essay” – claim or thesis; gather evidence)

• Teach less difficult first
• Workshop teaching is cumulative



September
Unit of Study: Narrative

Strategies for generating ideas
Monday = 1 strategy       

 Tuesday = more strategies

“You already know _________________, now lets learn something new.”    Be clear and 
succinct with your words. Kids must learn the correct terms – be concise! 

A Personal Narrative is: The Story of One Time

• Collect entries that yield narratives. There are different strategies 
for different writing. Lists and wonders don’t yield narratives. (Shelley 
Harwayne would say – DO THEM ANYWAY!!!) There is a place andtime 
for them.

Teaching point: Think of a person, write small moments about them
Other Strategies/Ideas
1st times when
Last times… 
Turning points
Times where you felt hope…
Moments you remember clearly 
Moments you wish you could change

-RELIVE IT!
-SHOW,DON’T TELL  (Reliving it is different than just telling it.)
-Key: Action + Dialogue      or       Dialogue + Action
-Start with dialogue or small action
-Make a movie in your mind. This does not mean more scenery!
-Tell details blow by blow
- Focus brings out detail

Use dialogue to tell something about the character. Make it purposeful.

To help students focus, model writing about mornings. 
Ding! The alarm clock goes off. “Rise and Shine!” mom calls from downstairs. 

What comes next? Partners, give thumbs up or down if you have something that could 
come next.



Write the first personal narrative in a book. (It’s a natural graphic organizer. Staple folded 
pieces of paper together.)  Then, write it on paper. For younger children, it can be difficult 
to write on paper. 

Practice story telling. You want your students to be storytellers! 
To help: After recess, think of a small moment. Then think of how you want your 
audience to feel, and tell the story in THAT way. 

Revision
Find the heart of the story. Cut it out of the draft(literally), then write that piece blow by 
blow.  Go to the best part of the story and make it better.
Goal: write fast, straight, and long

Lucy, Day 2

The Curricular Calendar

1. Narrative
2. Personal Essay 

a. Has a thesis or claim
b. Ex: Why my grandma is such a special person
c. Ex: It’s hard being an only child
d. Personal essay is Personal, then Less Personal

3. Literary Essays
4. Storytelling/Writing about Reading

The order from here is up to you
End up with Memoirs  (It’s a combination between narrative and essay)
Some units are genre based, some are process based.

Narrative   VS    Essay

Narrative – Character who goes through a series of events
Essay – “to wonder”   To make a claim, have an idea and convince people of it 
(persuasive in a sense..)

Methods used to teach All the Time

Mini Lessons
CONNECTION
Contextualize what is being learned. Say it.
Be informative. Don’t waste words. It teaches kids not to listen.
Think: What have I already taught?
1. “We’ve learned so many strategies, we can…”  
Also bring up what students did well the previous day. Bring up conferences.



Refer to Chart
Ex: strategies for generating personal narrative writing/Use Hand/Big idea = hand/events 
= fingers

2. Remind them of  they did the previous day. “Remember what __________did?” 
Bring up conferences while reiterating your teaching point from the previous day. 

3. “Today, what I want to teach you is [that writers focus their writing by...]. This is 
your teaching point.

TEACHING  
• Think about what content I will use to teach.
• How will I teach (my notebook, quotes, a child’s writing, books, 

authors)
• What method? (model,demonstration- using demonstration and 

talking about it.)
The Process – 
How do I go about narrowing my subject?
Determine step 1,2,3…

Think of a timeline, write notes of each memory
Ask: “What stands out over and over the most

• Debrief in a way that is transferable 
• Only demonstrate point. Once you’re done, that’s all. About 2 

sentences.

Showing already done examples. No Q and A. “What did we do yesterday…” This will 
drag on and last forever. Don’t waste words.

ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT
• Everyone is going exactly what you did
• Don’t let them continue the writing process
• Practice this with an exercise text
• Think about teaching. “Zoom in. Partner 1, tell Partner 2….” 
• This is NOT the time for sharing
• YOU bring up what Ramon did. Make it sound unbelievable.\
• Then, students try this at their desk.

Strategy in this case is story structure
See if you can put a heading on a paragraph.  If not – or if in more than 1 sentence – there 
is probably a problem in structure.  
 You should be able to describe a paragraph in one sentence, not one word. If one word, 
then it is too broad. 

• Help students understand that it takes courage to revise your own work.

Video: Calkins mini lesson
Repeat teaching point in the exact same way throughout lesson



ASK YOURSELF: How can you say your teaching point in a way that’s worth repeating? 
Of all things, what is the most important point?
Lucy says her best minilessons have metaphors. Some are also multi-level, as was this 
one. (Lenses)

Teachers have over done sensory detail. You don’t produce sensory detail for the sake of 
sensory detail. It must be true to the moment.

Just remember the truth of that day.  If you didn’t think “I’m sitting on the cold, white, 
metal table,” then don’t write it. 

CONFERRING

• As teachers we must restate clearly so they don’t learn from things that are 
untrue.

• Get at a writer’s intentions.
 

o Just as we want to be asked, what are you working on as a teacher and 
how are you accomplishing it. 

o Once you know what they’re working on, ask “Show me a place where 
you worked on it.”

Success of instruction is evidence of instruction
• Force yourself to keep doing the research
• Don’t rush to move them to the next phase.  Remember, 1 month per piece

Conference
• Ask: What are you doing as a writer? Don’t prompt about the subject.
• What are you working to show in your writing?
• What are you struggling with?
• Can you show where _______________?
• Give a compliment

o It will be similar to the teaching point. Dramatisize it. Pump them up! 
They’ll believe it is really their own work.

o I just loved the way that when I asked you what you did as a writer, 
you……..     I hope that for the rest of your life, forever and ever, you’ll 
___________. (That is your teaching point.)

o The compliment can be your mid-workshop interruption. Celebrate it!

Sidenote:  Lucy  “How can you teach anybody anything if you don’t love them and 
have them KNOW it?”

• Good conferencing is like good writing. 
• Goal: Energy goes up, not down. Kids are happy to finish and excited to 

get going!





 Lucy, Day 3
Mini Lesson

2 min – connection
3 min – teaching
2 min – active engagement
3 min – link
Writing Workshop: 
Never write on the active engagement topic
“Remember what we did today. Go do this in YOUR writing.”  The strategy must make 
the transfer. 
“So remember you can do this when it’s time…”

Content on What to Teach

Inside personal narrative, main points/qualities of good writing are:
• Focus
• Zoom in on small scene
• Scene = small moment, NOT scenery
• Within a watermelon, there are lots of seed stories
• Bring out detail that is true – truth of the moment
• A lot of the story is internal
• Show, don’t tell
- I remembered…
- I pretended…
- I pictured…
- I worried…
- I noticed…
• What is the heart of your story?

You can’t really revise without knowing what your story is really about.
Sometimes to make a good story, you have to back up.

Knuffle Bunny – good for teaching structure of narrative and Show, Don’t tell
- It doesn’t say Trixie is upset, it shows it.

SPELLING
It’s really important that kids have a list of words that they JUST KNOW

• Sight words
• 50% of the words they misspell are the same 36 words

After teaching high frequency words
Teach: What you know helps you spell what you don’t know. 

• During WW, give them a chance to spell the word wall words correctly.
• When you use the word wall, learn the words using Mon. morning process 

all over again
• In the end, you correct them. You can’t teach them 19 words at once.
Do you hang up work with errors? Absolutely. Anything that is their best work.
In the hall, say: “Celebrate our rough drafts”
Do you doctor up work above their level? Yes. (Ask Lucy more about this.)



Month Long Essay
Spend 2-3 day son strategies

Elements:  Thesis

So far, you’ve learned writers write about other 
Ex: Coming to the conference
 You can writer it as a narrative or as an essay
• Write down a person, place, or issue. Instead of writing a small moment, 

write ideas about it.
• Observe something

o Skip a line. “And the thought I have about this is…”  
• Teach them you can observe inside your mind

Ex: Something I observed
Wren. I see an empty space beside her door. It does not say Mrs. Brady Principal. I 
see an empty office with boxes belonging to the new principal sitting alongside the 
hallway. The school is quiet and smells of disinfectant and carpet cleaner.

The thought I have about this is…
This makes me realize that…
To add on…
I’m realizing that…
The surprising thing about this is…
On the other hand…



Lucy, Day 4

Conventions

Ask what conventions you need to teach.

• Mini Lesson on punctuation
o “I want to share a secret that writers have to make people come alive.
o You can use books to remind you what this looks like. Go back in 

notebook, look for places where you can make people come alive.

Once you’ve taught something, you can hold them accountable.
Remind them in mid-workshop interruptions. (We talked about quotations. Check now to 
make sure…)
Assume what you taught them will be remembered. 

Do a quick check before lunch/art/… Not for perfection, but for usage.

Lucy says: If you don’t know where to start, start with the weather. Just like in her 
dissertation! 

ESSAYS
• Come up with a question.

BECAUSE 
Come up with a claim. Turn it into an essay.

PARTS
Teaching is important to me.
Learning is important to me.
Children are important to me.

KINDS
Dogs are important.
Golden Retrievers are important.
English Spaniels are important.
Jack Russell Terriers are important.

Ex: Books are special.
Picture Books are special
Classics are special
Novels are special

Teaching is important to me    Stem sentence
Repeating the stem ensures that their piece is coherent



• Get students a folder. Write outer idea. Inside the folder are 3 folders. 
o Being a teacher is special to me + IDEA
o Being a teacher is special to me + IDEA
o Being a teacher is special to me + IDEA

1st, teach them they already know seed stories and small moments. These moments can be 
the inside stuff for each of the folders. At the beginning and end, restate the idea.
Tell the story, but you have to keep popping out the idea. Get to the point quickly.
In the folders, tell a story, and pop out the idea. 
Also, you can use lists – tight lists. 

• My Example: Outer Idea: Teaching is Special to Me
o Folder 1 Being a Teacher is Special to Me because I can comfort students.
o One morning, RaShun came in the classroom. His face was sad. So I said 

to him, RaShun, what’s the matter? I have to go to my grandad’s house 
today and we don’t get along. I don’t know how to talk to him.” he said.  I 
hugged him. I thought to myself, I love being a teacher because I can 
comfort kids. RaShun, you can tell him about how you won your 
basketball game yesterday! What about that?  Later that day, I opened a 
note on my desk. “Thank you, Miss Reyes,” wrote RaShun. “I think I’ll be 
ok now. Thanks for your help. You’re da bomb.” I closed the note, looked 
up at RaShun and smiled. I had made him feel better. Being a teacher is 
special to me because I can help to comfort my students.

• Ex: Make lists of ideas for other ideas and folders
o I can help Shamari be confident in her looks and her weight
o I can encourage Kiya to read aloud in class even though she stutters 

because we all love her. 
o I can help Zach understand that getting Bs is ok and that he is still smart.
o I can read a story that makes their faces bright

** Students who are smart in math will do well in the essay unit.

Then, elaborate on the lists
One example is…
Another example is…

During the first week:
Kinds of things essayists write
Collect things for folders
Sometimes they will collect things that don’t fit in the folder’s idea
Test stuff goes into folders too



DRAFTING
• Take folders out, and look at them. What says the idea best?
• Choose a moment from each folder.
• Combine them. Let students scotch tape them into a draft.
• Use a sheet or paper for each paragraph

Mini Lesson
Teach  Transitions
Ex: use stem throughout the piece. Use transition phrases to move through the ideas.

“Sentences writers use a lot…”
Intro
Some people think…but I think….
Ex: Some people think being a teacher is draining, but I think it’s the energy I receive 
from teaching that is what makes my job so special. (Date: 7/14/05 and maybe again 
someday)

On Literary Essays:

House of Mango Street (Eleven)
Choose 4-5 texts, so as to foster good conversation. 

To start,
Some people think______________________________
But I think____________________________________



Rose Greco, Day 1

The Guidelines of the Writers Notebook

• At the end of the lesson, write strategy down in writer’s notebook.
Why? So the students can refer back to it.

• # all pages
Why? Students can see it as a continued work. It also supports 
“referring back”

• Date the entry
• Label (Homework, Classwork, or choice)
• Assignment box  

Turn all lessons into something writers do

1st Lesson

Writers have places in our lives that hold special moments, memories, and feelings.
We might:
 sketch and jot memories    (Sketch does not have to be beautiful!)
“What comes to your mind…”
“As you draw, you remember…”

Rose’s model Lesson

Entire lesson was a model
Rose walked around the room
She had conference compliments

• The workshop will fall apart if the kids are not talking. We must 
make it student led!

• Strategies must lead to success
• Try to look authentic
• Pump them up! Make them feel successful!





Rose Greco, Day 2

Strategies for Finding Ideas

Day 1 Mini Lesson
*Writers come up with meaningful subjects to write about
 They think of moments they wish they could change
Convey risky topics. Be vulnerable so that your kids will.

Telling is a wonderful rehearsal.

Day 2 Mini Lesson (Last day of collecting)
 Writers turn to others (writing) to get ideas for meaningful topics.

We aren’t going to look at what happened in the story, but ask:
• Have I felt this way before?
• Have I had a similar experience?
• What does it make me think about?

After reading an excerpt, stop and think. (Make notes about where to stop.)
Free Write on the story. 
“What I think about is….” 
Model this first!

• Writers write about moments that brought on complicated 
emotions

• Look around familiar places (in their minds eye)
• Writers write about a moment, making a movie of it in their minds
• Writers write about moments of beauty and sadness

Then, choose 1.
ASK: What’s worth spending time on?
Mini Lesson
 Writers re-read our notebook to find the moment we want to spend time on and 
publish.
We might ask:

• What story entry really matters to me?
• Which one feels like I can write it right now?
• Which do I know I have to write?

Write down notes on post-its. 
You can change your mind.

During mid-workshop interruption
 Writers extend our thinking about our topic
We can free write.



Drafting Lesson
 Writers can use a mentor text to think of ways for beginning our drafts.
We can read and list what we notice.
Then, we try it.

DRAFTING
Writers get ready to have a draft they can revise, edit, publish, and celebrate thoughtfully.
We: 

• Use lined paper (until it is typed)
• # and label drafts
• write only on one side of the paper
• skip lines
• have other paper available for try-its/additions (In folder)
• keep all drafts, handouts, revisions, etc IN FOLDER



Rose Greco, Day 3

To do before peer conferences:

Writers and Listeners take their jobs very seriously.
 Writers listen and consider suggestions from others
 Listeners pay close attention for ways to compliment writing and suggest ways to 
make it better

Yellow paper 
Writer
Listener
Compliments – as many as you like Suggestions – must give at least 2

Do this after revision
This paper goes into folder

Good tips for personal narratives:

• Make sure writer is writing a personal (true) story.
1. tension
2. conflict
3. resolution

• Make sure details help the story come alive.
1. name places, people, etc.

• Include dialogue, inner thinking, and action to help it feel more 
storylike.

• Make sure the heart of your piece(what you are really trying to 
say) is strong.

Writers: 
1) Partners join another partnership and introduce yourselves.
2) Finish drafting if you haven’t already – Give all students success.

CONFERRING

How did it go as a WRITER and LISTENER?

• I need to make sure kids walk away empowered.

Writers Reread and Box parts of their stories that they want to make better

 They might:
add to the part
decide what they want to keep 



rewrite

Writers share revisions about how to make it better
Writers strongly consider their ending

 We might look at a mentor text and ask:
What is the writer trying to do?

Rose Greco, Day 3

On planning Mini Lessons

• Look to see what the majority of kids need as they write
• Think about teaching we’ve done and need to revisit
• Think about the flow of the unit, determining what students need to stay 

engaged and move forward in their own work
• Script it out as much as possible

A prompt:
Write about the first time you accomplished…
A Teaching Point/Strategy (Gives more opportunity!)
Writers write about moments of pride or disappointment 
      We might:

write long about the moment and why it matters
write how the moment changed us

1) Teaching Point
2) Connection
3) Teach (analogy and demonstration)
4) Active Engagement (now you try it)
5) Link
6) Share
7) Assignment



Mary Ehrenworth, Keynote

Teaching Writing
What we already do…                                                              What we need more of…

Collecting Subject Passion
Drafting Genre Courage
Revision Craft Voice
Publishing Audience heart

Goal
Teaching Writing as a way to find things to love in the world, and how to hold onto them.

Teaching writing as a way to EXPRESS LOVE
• to bind people together
• to say the things we don’t say in the daily transactions of our lives
• as an act of courage
• to show unleashed emotion

The role of writing workshop is that students write pieces that are just theirs.  Their own 
voice! It’s the ability to find love in all places.

Teaching writing as a way to IMAGINE LOVE
• to see the possibility of love in our lives
• articulate these discoveries 
• to engage this world with passion

Teaching writing as a way to CELEBRATE LOVE
• to make personal discoveries
• articulate them
“The trouble is my heart is loath to be without love, even for a single hour.”
-Catherine the Great    Affair to Remember

We are embarrassed by love.
The word love is most often used as a noun, yet what if love were used more as a verb?
Have a classroom filled with love.



Patricia MacLaughlin, keynote
(Front Row between Lucy Calkins and Lester Laminack)

Books deliver the secrets of life. 

She (Patty) is here because of a teacher. 
Teachers have the power to put books in the hands of students.

As a  child,  Patty  read  Peter  Rabbit  and acted  out  scenes.  She and her  father  would 
exchange dialogue. 
“Why are you so mean, Mr. McGreagor?”

Sometimes, that seemed more real that life itself. 

Writing is hard, even for expert writers. And sometimes, you may not like it…that’s ok. 
After 9/11, it seemed frivolous to write. She almost stopped writing to begin something 
more meaningful.  *  It  is  always the children who bring her  back to  writing.  On her 
answering machine, she had a message from a young boy who had just read Journey. He 
said, “I like your words…what you say…what you don’t say.”

Patty quotes Katherine Patterson: 
We must live to love our children more than our enemies.

In writing, try to ask questions that you want answered. 

She tries to write “senses that surprise me”

Writers are not disconnected from our work. It’s  important for kids to know that. 

Journey – “I’m only a little boy”
Books reflect more about oneself than you may think. It’s TRUTH…the mother in the 
story does not  come back. That’s different than all others. 
“I like what you say..what you don’t say…”  She kept the message for months. The voice 
of the little boy became a friend, a comfort. She wrote again.

Sometimes there are things for which there are no words.  In Sarah, Plain, and Tall, 
William says the sea is a color for which there was no name. 

We get the thing we want, and then we send them off…children, money, etc.
We prepare early in our lives for loss (EB White helped well with this with his beloved 
Charlotte.)

She keeps prairie dust in her window, so that every morning she can see what she knew 
first.   Book  What You Know First  (See how we put ourselves in books.)



Her son John has lived in Tanzania for 15 years. 
In Tanzania, they have a kindness in their tone. When she went to visit, each morning 
upon waking up, she was asked, “How was the night?” to make sure she slept safely. 

Clouds stack from water to sky like tall buildings. 

Patricia puts letters from children on her refrigerator. She is thankful for children’s 
influence on her life. 



Joel Kline, Chancellor or NYC Schools

All children deserve to be given the best education available. 
All teachers deserve rigorous and passionate staff development

Be warriors of this curriculum. If you get form and no substance, you haven’t gained. 
This is substance!

Find ways to engage kids to have a passion about learning. 

If you see it in action, it will dramatically impact the effect. 

Many say they understand it, but can’t articulate it. If you understand, but can’t write it, 
it’s doubtful you understand. Struggle to understand.

Be able to explain the power of the work I’m doing! 

Katherine Bomer, Keynote

A soul is something you can’t trace. You can’t map it. When you see a child and are 
moved, that’s your soul.

Katherine’s favorite new picture, featured on the cover of her new book: Writing A Life

Write about the hidden truths. What’s there, what’s not.

Katherine asks: “Did my teacher know my life before 5…before 10…”

If I had heard that writing could move people or make them cry… but I didn’t know.

Children become something… when they could have become a different way.

• Teachers are introduced to students by records, which are often untrue and 
damaging. 

• In No Child Left Behind, we are leaving the human child behind. 
• Records grant too much power to too few people
• … “buries the children and they disappear.”

As Katherine says, I’m new, but I’m not new to teaching, or new to standing up for what 
I believe in.

What the child needs, is, and does drives our instruction. How do we find this out? 
We find it in memoirs.



Memoir
• Truth about their lives
• Children can control how their lives get written
• Invent possibilities for the future
• Tell memoirs in open and honest ways

Ways to take control of Memories
• write it in different perspectivces
• reconstruct memories
• fictionalize – make things up but so it fits the truth of the emotion of the 

story

Memoir: In My Grandmother’s House –recreate self as you wanted to be

• Take tiniest thing and make it big

From the 1970s there have been no teacher memoirs. It is up to me. We just write the 
moments of today and tomorrow. It is up to me to tell the truth of what life is. Answer 
these questions: 
Who is the person who is teaching?
Who or what brought you to teaching?
When things get hard, what brings you back?

I am a teacher. I wake up. Is it time already, I think to myself.  Time again to get on the 
treadmill that is my life this year. Sometimes I run fast with lots of energy, sometimes I 
run slowly. Other times, I am happy merely to be walking. I expend vast amounts of 
energy and see no progress.  When I am done, I am exhausted and I have gone nowhere. 
Stupid treadmill. Why didn’t I just stay on the road? The treadmill is better, I told myself.  
The treadmill is where I will really learn to run. No, the treadmill was my choice…this is  
where I am now.  Is it my fault they’re not learning, I wonder. What should I do that I’m 
not doing? These kids…can they learn? My philosophy says they can. I am a young 
teacher. It is only my second year, and I am jaded. I don’t know the ideal world I once 
knew. It is too much for me. I need last year again. I need to know that my idealistic heart 
and mind is not in vain. I need to see RaShun, Kiya,Marquiz..kids who were down but 
were brought up. I need to know miracles again.

Dream…this profession attracts the very best. Be dedicated to the issues of equity for all 
children.

Why do we teach? We do it because we are idealistic and want to change the world. 

What secret selves get buried? Go write them…



Lester Laminack, Closing Keynote

We came here to refuel our soul.

The stories that our most important are those that were shared by people who didn’t know 
the other existed.  ..the idea of someone who shares your fight.

1. Altogether revisit what we know about childhood. 
• none of this matters if we don’t understand the heart of a seven year old
• if we understand it, we can be part of them
• Go to Toys R Us, play their video games, watch their movies

2.  Curriculum
• know stories that will give them characters that live inside their heads
• Every time Lester reads, a person’s voice echos (Brady/Claire/Dad)

3.  Know Yourself
• Accept our own approximations of our teaching
• Be gracious with myself

Oldsmobile/Rocket Story
On the long trip to Florida, whole family is packed in Mama’s oldsmobile. They all had 
to go to the bathroom BEFORE they got into the car. There were no bathrooms for miles. 
All the sudden, little Lester had to go. He… really….had to go.  They were approaching a 
long bridge. And because they couldn’t stop on the side of the road, Lester had to go even 
more. At the end of the bridge, you could see a building. Mama said, Lester, you just 
have to make it to that side of the bridge.  Do you see that rocket at the tip of the hood of 
the car? Look at that. That’s your goal. When the building gets in the rocket, we’ll be 
there. 
IN the mean time, rain began to pour down. He knew his mama was nervous, but she 
never faltered. There was no visibility. The only thing visible on either side of them were 
the tail lights of the car in front. Lester’s mom couldn’t see the road, but she focused on 
those tail lights.

Lester’s Mama knew something. She knew he couldn’t focus on the end of the bridge. He 
couldn’t see that far and it was too long of a goal. He could focus on something close – 
the rocket. He stared at that rocket and made it to the end of the bridge. 

What is my vision? If my goal is too far away to see, what is my rocket? What do I need 
to work on to get to that point? Find it and be satisfied.

Our every move is a demonstration in a child’s life.
So it is in teaching, as well. They’re watching to see if the truth of who you say you are is 
what they see. On your worst day, they may be checking your tail lights. 


